


If you’ve been waiting for uncompromising

wireless intelligence to show up at your 

door, Wi-Q™ Technology has just arrived.

Developed and patented by Stanley Security 

Solutions, Wi-Q™ Technology is quickly 

becoming recognized as the most powerful 

and comprehensive wireless systems in the 

industry. In fact, with so many advanced 

features Stanley Wi-Q™ Technology 

provides a level or wireless intelligence and 

functionality that truly stands alone.



Wi-Q™ Technology is a smart and

efficient system that will change the

way you look at wireless. The system’s 

128 bit security encryption and ultra-

smart power consumption provide 

unsurpassed wireless benefits. And 

with multiple redundancy provided at 

the reader, gateway and host, Wi-Q™ 

Technology guarantees that door 

access will always be controlled even 

during power failures.



Stanley Wi-Q™ Technology is a simple, yet revolutionary approach to 

wireless security. The system combines patented wireless access 

management software with wireless access controllers, integrated 

gateways and multiple reader formats that seamlessly work together in 

providing unsurpassed benefits to your facility. At the same time, the 

system is easy to install and easy to expand within your environment.

Stanley Wi-Q™ 
Access Control Software

Allows management of
access control application

Portal Gateway

Enables bidirectional
communication between wireless
readers and host computer



Wireless Access Door Reader

Available for all magnetic stripe, 
proximity and dual validation formats

Wireless Access Controller

Provides wireless capability for hard to wire
applications, retrofit capability for existing hard 
wired applications, and an easy path to control
ADA auto-operated doors with a reader



Stanley Wi-Q™ Technology 

offers an effective wireless

solution that gives you decision 

making power at the point of 

access. The system is faster, 

more reliable and consumes 

much less energy than any other 

wireless system on the market.

And with no need for wiring, 

Stanley Wi-Q™ Technology can 

be installed or retrofitted at 

existing facilities with virtually 

no operational disruption.



Heavy-duty locks available in mortise, cylindrical 
and exit style trim

Card access technology works during network 
and power failures

Switch and sensor technologies of BEST mortise 
locks provide accurate data to determine leave 
vs. break in, closed vs. latched and key vs. card 
scenarios

Triple redundant storage of transactional data at 
reader, gateway and host

Supports proximity, magnetic stripe and dual 
validation technologies

Wireless communication secured through 
redundant path 128 bit AES encryption

B E S T  W I R E L E S S  L O C K
Allows wireless card access for parking gates, 
turnstiles and hard to wire applications

Monitors door latch, door status and Request to 
Exit status

Interface with all Weigand readers and provides 
an easy path to control ADA auto-operated 
doors with a reader

Auxiliary relays control electrified exit devices, 
locks, door contact switches, glass-break 
switches and other alarms

Retrofit capability for existing Access Control 
Systems allows field conversion to a Stanley 
wireless compatible system
 
Stanley software applications support online, 
offline and Stanley Wi-Q™ Technology

W I R E L E S S  A C C E S S  C O N T R O L L E R
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Wi-Q™ Technology is the latest innovation from Stanley 

Security Solutions - the world’s most comprehensive provider 

of security products and technologies. As an evolving platform, 

look for Stanley’s Wi-Q™ Technology to be utilized in an ever 

increasing variety of our industry leading products.

Stanley Security Solutions offers one of the world’s most 

comprehensive line of services, industry leading products and 

cutting-edge technologies. With a powerful portfolio of top 

security brands and services specialized to meet customer 

needs, we deliver complete, customized solutions to any size 

facility. Our integrated team of 13,000 global employees, over 

225 sales and service offices and more than 1,000 mobile 

technicians, provide an unparalled level of system support and 

customer service. Our experts stand ready to respond to your 

needs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 


